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Presentation
"Un Ponte Per (UPP) is an international solidarity association and NGO founded in 1991 immediately
after the Iraq war. Its focus has always been the solidarity for the Iraqi population affected by the war.
Originally called "Un Ponte Per Baghdad", the association later became known as "Un Ponte Per" after
expanding its work into Serbia, Kosovo and other Middle Eastern and Mediterranean countries.
The emerging civil society of Iraq is composed of a wide variety of actors, facing significant obstacles,
including a political environment unaccustomed to and skeptical of independent advocates. Civil
Society Organizations (CSO's) are the principal vehicle for civil society activity in Iraq. Thousands of
CSOs currently operate, with varying levels of expertise, resources, and subject-matter focus. While
some CSOs have developed a degree of sophistication and credibility in a particular field (e.g., human
rights advocacy), many others lack clear direction. Throughout the civil society sector, there are
persistent concerns and shared notions of what is needed for this crucial sector to thrive.
Un Ponte Per has worked with CSOs and Civil Society actors in Iraq since 1991. In December 2019, Un
Ponte Per, in partnership with Al-Mesallah, signed a contract with the European Union represented by
the European Commission to implement a Civil Society Capacity Building Program "TATWEER"
sponsored by the "Civil Society Organizations as actors of Governance and Development Work in the
Field' initiative. The program is aimed at building upon the potential of Iraqi Civil Society
Organizations with a strong focus on capacity building, advocacy and networking.
To achieve Tatweer's goal, UPP invites interested Companies and Consultants to bid for the designing,
creation and maintenance of an online platform for Civil Society Organizations, as per attached Tender
notice and ToR.
Candidates can request the full tender dossier and submit their applications through the dedicated email
address: opentender@unponteper.it . Deadline for applications is set on the 1st of June, 2021, at Erbil
COB time."
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